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ABSTRACT: - Introduction of Open Source Software for Journal
publishing and management has opened new doors for the academic and
research community for production, storage and access to research
literature in the networked digital environment. The transformation of
digital information and the scholarly communication has given importance
to new publishing scenarios, models and tools. All the new developments go

QR Code

around this new kind of technology which aims at increasing the extent of
knowledge distribution and knowledge dissemination on a global rule. The
whole publishing field is a mixture of large publishing entities and even
independent scholar publishers. In this large picture PKP (Public
Knowledge Project) depicts a model of research with new publishing tools
that would decrease the barrier among the scholars and scientists who are
willing to spend an active role in publishing and learning and seeing the
publishing world get a much larger audience. Open access journals may
also bring good citations to the research papers since it is available in the
public web.
KEY WORDS – E-Publishing, Open Journal Systems, Digital Libraries,
Scholarly Publishing, Open Source Software.

1. INTRODUCTION

information

The 21st century is the age where knowledge

available with a few passwords and rights, the

in the form of information gives man the power of

students can make better use of the information.

choice. In a world which is driven by dissipation

Courseware is a program that is a building block

of information it is imperative that we have more

for young students. The Objective of this paper is

people getting into the folds of information

to build a Courseware on Mechanical Engineering

technology.

for IITD. The paper also deals with various stages

At college level, when a set of

about

one’s

course

is

readily
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of installing an Open source Web Content
Management

System

Software,

Drupal.
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3. DIGITAL COURSEWARE

It

involves not just the installation but a complete

Courseware is a term that joins the words

building of a courseware. Hence the inclusion of

'course' with 'software'. Courseware is educational

topics likes Open Source Software and Content

material intended as kits for teachers or trainers or

Management System.

as tutorials for students, usually packaged for use
with a computer. Courseware is frequently used

2. OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE (OSS)
Open Source is a means of acquiring source code
from a computer, facilitating free license to a selfenhancing

diversity

communication

of

paths,

production
and

models,
interactive

communities. Source code is the code computer
programmers can manipulate to change how a
piece of software works. Programmers can
improve the program by adding features to it or

for delivering education about the personal
computer

and

its

most

popular

business

applications, such as word processing and
spreadsheet programs.
The term's meaning and usage has expanded
and can refer to the entire course and any
additional material when used in reference to an
online or computer formatted classroom. The
courseware itself can be in different formats,
some are only available online such as html pages,

fixing parts that needs correction.
Open source software is software whose source
code is available for modification or enhancement
by anyone. It can be freely used, changed, and

while others can be downloaded in pdf files or
other types of document files.
COURSEWARE CAN INCLUDE:

shared by anyone. Open source software is made
by many people, and distributed under licenses

Material for instructor-led classes,

that comply with the Open Source Definition.

Material for self-directed computer-based

Open

training (CBT),

source

software

licenses

promote

collaboration and sharing because they allow

Web sites that offer interactive tutorials,

other people to make modifications to source code

Material that is coordinated with distance

and incorporate those changes into their own

learning, such as live classes conducted

projects. Some open source licenses ensure that

over the Internet,

anyone who alters and then shares a program with

Videos for use individually or as part of

others must also share that program's source code

classes.

without charging a licensing fee for it.
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Component Management: Another basic

4. CONTENT MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE (CMS)

characteristic of CMS is the existence of a

Content management systems support the

component database (also known as

Content Creation, Management, Publishing

content component database) where the

and

This

content is stored. Prior to being stored in

information, also referred to as content, may

the component database, the individual

be in the form of text-documents, pictures, or

components (texts, pictures, videos, etc.)

videos. The most commonly used type of

are enriched with additional information

content management systems are web content

(metadata)

management systems (WCMSs) which are

classification and their retrieval.

used for creating and administrating websites

Workflow management: The third major

and content to be published on the World

feature of CMS is workflow management.

Wide Web. The WCMSs cover complete

CMS typically allow the definition and

lifecycle of a website’s pages, from providing

control of workflow. These workflow

tools to create the content, through to

capabilities enable the coordination of

publishing, and finally to archiving.

collaborative Web-based work, such as the

Presentation

information.

which

facilitates

their

collaborative creation and management of
a website.

4.1 FEATURES OF CMS
4.1.2
4.1.1 Basic Characteristics of CMS
Strict

separation

of

content

designs are stored in templates while the
content is stored in a central repository.
When a user requests a web page, a
page

is

Fundamental

Principles.

separating content from design. Page

HTML

and

from

design: CMS apply the key principle of

standard

Functionality

created

dynamically by inserting content into the
corresponding template. The resultant web
page may include content from multiple
sources. As a traditional websites which
consist of static HTML pages including

Content creation: Content creation, also
known as (content) authoring and content
contribution, refers to the activities by
which content is generated and entered
manually by authors (content creators) into
the content management system. CMS
typically provide a Web-based, easy-to-use
authoring environment, which enables
authors to enter content conveniently by
using a web browser and other integrated
tools such as WYSIWYG editors.

page content and design.
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Content management: After the content

published

is created, it is stored in a central

standards in order to be of value to the

repository (e.g. XML files or a component

users.

database)

supplementary

CMS Integrated Modules/Applications:

information (metadata). This repository

Content management systems normally

constitutes

content

offer a wide range of integrated, ready-to-

management system and enables content

use applications or features which are

manipulation and content management.

either available directly after installation

Content management comprises a range of

of the CMS, or can be added to the system

useful features such as content reuse,

at a later point (e.g. as freely available

versioning

open source modules).

along

the

of

with

core

of

content

a

and

online

pages

must

meet

certain

administration. Apart from that, content
management

comprises

workflow

management the workflow capabilities of
content management systems allow the
participation of more people in the
workflow.

in the repository is distributed or delivery
to users this stage is called publishing.
content

Common Integrated Applications /
Features

Tools for asynchronous communication:
Most typical are email / webmail, blogs, and
message boards.

Content publishing: Information stored

Web

4.1.3

management

systems

comprise so-called publishing engines
which generate web pages from the
content stored in the repository and
publish them (by the use of style sheets
and templates) to users. They are also

Tools for synchronous communication:
Similarly, a CMS may provide facilities for
synchronous communication such as a chatand whiteboard application.
Groupware functionality: Some content
management

systems

offer

groupware

(collaborative software) functionality that
enables people to work together while
located remotely from each other.

capable of publishing the content in a
variety of formats such as HTML and
PDF. Finally, content management systems
support personalization.
Content presentation: The functional
area of presentation is concerned with the
standardized appearance of a website. The

Search engine: The CMS creates indexes for
the content it manages (by using metadata),
thus enabling the search.
File

upload

and

download: A CMS

normally provides an integrated tool or that
enables users to upload or download files, in
their personal user areas.
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edited by any other system user.
Contact management: CMS is an integrated
contact

management

application

which

makes it possible for users to manage their
contacts conveniently.

allows users to plan and track events,
possibly supporting multiple views.

some content management systems provide
is task management.

systems support users by means of context
sensitive online help functionality which is
built into the system.

include

FAQ

management capabilities.

Newsletters: CMS users may also be offered
the possibility of subscribing to email lists

online newsletters (via email) on various
topics they are interested in.
Polls and surveys: CMS functionality is

polls and survey.
RSS: ‘Really Simple Syndication’ is an
alternative means of accessing the vast

checker: A number

of

content

management systems include spell checker
functionality

amount of information that now exists on the
World Wide Web.
Support for multiple languages: The CMS

Clipboard: The CMS may provide a built-in
clipboard system that allows authors (content
creators) to cut and paste content from one
area of the site to another.

may also provide support for multiple
languages.
Support for multiple platforms: Most
content management systems can be installed

Trash: Some content management systems
administrators

website visitors to leave their name and

provided by integrated tools for conducting

FAQ management: Most major content

support

Guest book: (Electronic) Guest books enable

maintained by the system and receiving

Online help: Some content management

Spell

gallery application for displaying images

comments voluntarily.

Task management: A further feature that

systems

also be equipped with an integrated photo

stored in the system.

Calendar: A built-in calendar application that

management

Photo gallery application: The CMS might

and

authors

in

recovering content that has previously been
removed from the website by means of a
trash system.
Wiki functionality: Wiki is used to designate
functionality (or an application) that allows

and operated on different hardware and
software platforms
Interoperability: Due to the increasing
heterogeneity
appropriate

of

IT

interfaces

systems
and

provide

mechanisms

which are based on open or industry
standards such as SOAP, RMI, DCOM, and

users to add content to a system which can be
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CORBA are often supported.

is no worry about upgrading to a more

Extensibility: Content management systems

expensive system resources.

are written in a variety of programming or

Improved Performance – Drupal pages load

scripting languages such as C++, Java, PHP,

more quickly and have faster response.

Perl, and Python. The language a CMS is

Customizable – Drupal is easy to customize

written in, can often be used to extend the

with many different plug-ins, themes and

existing CMS functionality by means of own

other configurable options. With sufficient

source code or by modifying it.

programming knowledge it is possible to edit
even the root files of the program, making it

5. DRUPAL AS A CMS

the

Drupal is open source software maintained

management systems.

and

Free – Drupal can be downloaded free of

developed

by

a

community

and

most

flexible

then

other

content

distributed under the terms of the GNU

charge. It can be hosted on your server.

General Public License (or "GPL"), which

Modules – In Drupal the little programs that

means anyone is free to download it and share

add features are called modules. These all

it with others. This open development model

modules are free. Drupal has thousands of

means that people are constantly working to

add on modules and themes. However,

make sure Drupal is a cutting-edge platform

installing the files for these modules then

that supports the latest technologies that the

periodically having to update the files was

Web has to offer. Drupal, a web content tool

fairly tedious. This problem is also solved by

as well as a customizable platform which

Drupal 7 which provides a simple browser

helps in building the right tool to serve content

only method for installing and updating

management strategy. It has thousands of add-

modules and themes.

on modules and designs that build any site you

Drupal utilizes a “what you see is what you

can imagine. It includes features like user

get” (WYSIWYG) embedded editor, which

account registration and maintenance, menu

allows users to edit pages within browsers

management,

and to view changes on the screen as if they

RSS-feeds,

page

layout

customization, and system administration.

had been published in real time.
Drupal has multi-site support and open ID

5.1 Features of Drupal
Technically Advanced - It is most technically
advanced content management system. It
doesn’t use many system resources so there

support. Other features are advanced search,
access statistics and logging information,
RSS feeds and feed aggregator, multi-level
menu system, descriptive URLs etc.
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Drupal web development enhances security

information it can viewed by the higher

and flexibility during site customization.

authority and after their consultation

Drupal which is a multi-user system, letting

changes can be made.

site visitors log in (as “authenticated” users)

Collaborate: Drupal's focus on social

or browse the site without doing so (as

publishing can help library to create sites

“anonymous” users). You control their

and applications to help library users

access levels, and can also assign “roles” for

express their opinions and engage with

multiple permission levels.

one another. Here librarian can have tight
control over who can create, view,

5.2 Managing Library Website using
Drupal
Creative Content: Manage content with
an easy-to-use web interface. Drupal's
flexibility handles countless content types
including video, text, blog, podcasts, and
polls with robust user management, menu
handling, real-time statistics and optional
revision control. This helps to have video
of library called as virtual tour of library.
Any user from anywhere along with the
collection of library can see the location of

administer, publish and otherwise interact
with content on library site.
Connect: Drupal makes it easy to connect
your website to other sites and services
across the web, using aggregation, feeds,
and search engine connection capabilities.
This feature make available OPAC of
library which is may be using different
software.

For

example

if

Library

Management software is Libsys or Koha
then also their Online catalogue (OPAC)
can be available on the web site developed

collection, interior, facilities of library.
Administer: Drupal comes with great
options for new user accounts and user
permissions. Users can be assigned one or
more roles, and each role can be set up
with fine-grained permissions allowing

with

Drupal.

Also

in

the case of

Institutional Repositories’ where mostly
Dspace

or

Greenstone

open

source

software’s are used can also be incorporate
in the webpage of the library.

users view and create only what the
administrator permits. The Drupal 7 admin
theme makes administering a site easier
than ever. This features helps in library
because

permission

for

editing

or

uploading can be assigned by librarian. To
have accuracy, quality of the library
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5.4 Benefit of Drupal
Drupal is flexible and easy to extend –

There are five layers in CMS Drupal:

With Drupal building impressive website

Data (Nodes, etc.): At the base of the
system there is collection of Nodes- the
data pool.

Before anything can

be

displayed on the site, it must be input as
data.

forward. You do not need to implement
everything again from the scratch just to
change something simple.
Drupal is reliable, efficient and robust -

Modules: Modules are functional plugins
that are either part of the Drupal core or
they are contributed items that have been
created by members of the Drupal
community.

display and then can be placed n various
spots in your template (theme) layout.

forward manner, and updating existing
Drupal system that follows a simple set of
general rules usually take no more than

granted to the users. The different roles are
involved in the permission. The creator
permission

according

to

individual work.
Themes: In Drupal 7 Bartik, Seven, Stark
and Garland are the core themes. Themes
allow web master to change the look and
feel of your website. Many themes are
written in PHP. PHP (Hypertext Preprocessors) is a scripting language which
is especially suited for web development
and it can be embedded into HTML. PHP
is a widely-used open source generalpurpose scripting language.

Security- Drupal has excellent security
features because there are people who
enjoys attacking the website.

User Permission: Here the permission is

assign

updates to a site can be done in a straight-

one day to implement.

Blocks and Menus: They help to create

can

from scratch is simple and straight

Taxonomy- The requirement of any library
is to making content easy to find and
retrieve. Increasing amount of information
makes difficult to find the required
information which is somewhere lying. So
here the Taxonomy modules of Drupal
help to retrieve the required information
easily.
CCK is one of the modules for Drupal. It
allows you to define custom fields in your
content types. For instance, you want to
make a collection of famous quotations,
and you want to track the author, the
quotation and the source of that quotation.
And Views can help you to create different
lists of quotations: you can sort them
alphabetically,

or

display

only

one
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noted for its quick processing, proven
reliability, ease and flexibility of use.

6. Installation of Drupal on Ubuntu

PHP: Drupal 7, PHP 5.2.5 or higher (5.3

6.1 Pre-requisite Software’s needed

recommended).

To install and run Drupal following are the

(

Hypertext

Preprocessor) is an open source generalpurpose

minimum requirements:

PHP

scripting

language

that

is

especially used for web development and
Disk space: A minimum installation

can be fixed into HTML.

requires 15 Megabytes. 60 MB is needed
for a website with many contributed

6.2 Steps for Installation &
Customisation

modules and themes.
Operating System: Ubuntu operating

Login in the terminal username sudo su

system

Password: *********

Web server: Apache, Nginx, or Microsoft

apt-get install mysql server 5.5;

IIS. Apache is the most commonly used

apt-get install PHP5;

web server for Drupal. It will work on
Apache 2.x hosted on UNIX/Linux, OS X,

apt-get install Apache2;

or Windows. The majority of Drupal

Note: Installation can also be completed by

development and deployment is done on

installing XAMPP packages by downloading

Apache, so there is more community
experience and testing performed on
Apache than on other web servers. Drupal
7 and 6 will likely work on Apache 1.3.
Database: Drupal 7, MySQL 5.0.15 or
higher with PDO, PostgreSQL 8.3 or

XAMPP from Google.
Once

installation

of

the

packages

is

successful, we can start installing Drupal by
creating a database Drupal in MYSQL and
GRANT ALL privileges. Some of the steps are:

higher with PDO, SQLite 3.3.7 or higher.

Login to MYSQL : mysql -u root -p;

MySQL is a freely available open source

Password: *********

Relational Database Management System
(RDBMS) that uses Structured Query

Mysql> create database drupal7;

Language (SQL). SQL is the most popular

Mysql> GRANT ALL PRIVILEGES ON

language

drupal7.* TO root@localost

for

adding,

accessing

and

managing content in a database. It is most

Mysql> quit
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6.2.1 Administrator task

stable version of Drupal i.e., Drupal 7.38 tar.gz

After a complete installation of Drupal the

from drupal.org. Copy the Drupal package from

following administrator task will help in creating

downloads folder to www folder and unzip it in

a webpage:
Dashboard – View and customize your

var/www/html folder after copying the Drupal zip

dashboard
file, unzip the file in the terminal by using the
Content – Administer content And
following commands in www/var/html folder

comments

tar zxvf Drupal 7.38.tar.gz
Structure – Administer blocks, content
types, Menus etc.

Mv drupal7.38 drupal7
Chmod

-R

Appearance – Select and Configure

777

your theme

/var/www/html/sites/default
People – Manage user accounts, roles
Mkdir

and permission

/var/www/html/drupal7/sites/default/files

Modules – Extend site functionality

Chmod

-R

Configuration – Administer setting

777

Reports – View reports, updates and

/var/www/drupal7/sites/default/files

errors
Cp

Help

/var/www/drupal/default/default.settings.p

configuration and module

hp

–

Reference

for

usage,

6.2.2 Configuration

var/www/html/drupal7/sites/default/setting

The

configuration

management

module

enables the ability to keep track of specific

s.php

configurations on a Drupal site, provides the
Chmpd

-R

ability to move these configurations between

777/var/www/drupal7/sites/default/setting

different environments (local, dev, qa, prod), and

s.php

also move configurations between completely
different sites (migrate configurations) without the
use of modules with all configuration being
owned by the site. Site Information, to change the
site name, go to configuration task click on it,
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Creating menus

the site name, Indian Institute of Technology,
There are a few steps involved in creating

Delhi and save configuration. Some of the steps

menus, they are as follows:

are as follows:

Click on content

Click on Configuration task

Add content
Change site information
Basic page
Site name
Title
Save configuration
Save configuration
6.2.3

Look and feel
6.2.5 Creating Child menu

The look and feel of the website should be
well

presentable,

friendly,

Child menu is the sub menu of the created

Approachable,

Professional so that the client who visit the

parent

website will feel energize just by the look of it.

selection of the parent link is necessary.

The overall goal is to create a look and feel for

menus.

While

creating

child

menu

Add content

your web that has the "right stuff:" information at
the right level of detail and an arrangement of
pages that efficiently guides users to needed

create basic page
Title

information. The look and feel of this digital
courseware has been change by using the
following steps:

Description
Full HTML

Click on Appearance task

Provide link to Main Menu

Select the default theme

Choose Parent item

Click on settings

Weight (in parent item to choose

Change logo

sequence)

Change slide show

Save

Save configuration
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Select region where you want your
block to appear on the web page

Click on home
Save block

Structure
Add blocks

6.2.8

Create Content on the
Dashboard

Block description
Block body

The dashboard gives administrators a

Text format

customizable
Select full html from the drop down

overview

of

important

site

information. You can add and remove items from

box

the dashboard, or you can disable the dashboard

Save block

completely. The same process is followed while
creating the rest of the contents in Drupal.

6.2.7

Creating Sidebar
Add content

To create a sidebar, we will have to create
a new block region where we want

to place

the block. Some of the steps to create a block

Basic Page
Title
Body
Select Full HTML

to appear on the sidebar are as follows:

Provide a menu link
‘Main’

Simply configure block to a region
Configure what block content appears
in your sidebars and other regions.
Home
Structure
Block

weight (1/2/3)

6.2.9 Steps for uploading Files in Drupal
database, one example is as follows
Uploading videos on drupal webpage
Download videos
Save

it

in

/var/www/html/drupal/videos
Select block content
Create

the

link

from

/var/www/html/drupal/videos database
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video body content by giving Select
full html from drop down box
parent menu >Courseware
Save
The same process is followed for the other
courseware sub menu. Some of the steps are
Fig.2: Complete customized webpage of the
Create a sub folder in Drupal folder
digital courseware
Pdf folder for pdf’s file
Ppt folder for ppt’s file
Videos and audios on video folder
which is media file
Create link from the content page of
each and every menus and sub menu

Fig.3: List of courseware in the Presentation

and save it.

format

7. Conclusion

The main goals of the digital library web site
is to provide access to the Online Catalogue,
library timings, rules of library, local and remote
access to the library’s electronic databases,
promote library services, and provide information
Fig.1: Administrator login page

regarding library related news and events. With
the development of digital library a Library
Website is a must for any organization. It is its
virtual “branch” and vitally important to the
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functioning of the library. The greatest benefit of
Content Management Systems that library can be
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4. Drupal.s (2015). Installation Guide. Available at:

their work such as book section, Journal section,

https://www.drupal.org/documentation/ins

E-resources, Reference section. Each section

tall

wants to update their information. Here the library
can save time for updating information on the
website because otherwise they have to wait for a
web designer who may be busy with his own

5. Opensourcecom. (2015). Opensourcecom.
Available at: http://opensource.com
6. Opensourceorg. (2015). The Open Source

work. A happening place of any organization is

Definition. Available at:

the library. So to convey forthcoming events, up

http://opensource.org

to date information and news it becomes easy
with the user friendly and informative website.
Library is spending huge amount on the Databases
and Online Journals. The main objective of the

7. Supercleanwebcom. (2015). Why CMS?
Available at:
http://supercleanweb.com/webservices/why-CMS

website is that this valuable and expensive
information should be used effectively, efficiently
and maximum.
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